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Abstract Todays we are digital era ,whole world is 
breathing in digital environment which is called as 
digital world.a devices which comes in your pocket 
that is only called as protable in present 
synerio.processsing and executing numder task 
,information and data in today’s life is an childish 
thing.we are using a multitasking  digital devices 
those are capable to performe multiple operation of at 
same time which consists of large size of binary bits 
combination known as long word processing(LWP) 
such as,i.e.video calling on  due to 3G and 4G 
services,video recording,image capturing and internet 
facility etc. on single handy device well known cell-
phone.so always, there is a requirment to handle large 
word size  and different type of information or data 
due to  one devices .now other thing is that as 
compare to memory devices development of 
processing units takes so much time due to 
complexity in arithmatics and logical operations like; 
multiplication, division, integration and exponential 
operations etc.scientists doing lots of work to full the 
requirment of high speed  processor on basis binary 
arithmatic and logical methods but multiplication and 
division operation are always taking more time for 
execution so these operation are still chalange;so to 
win this chalange ancient indian vedas provides a 
noval mathmetics method for multiplication and 
division both operations that can enhance speed of 
processor with parallel processing approach as used in 
parallel column and row bypassing ethod.in this paper 
presented work shows that urdhva-triyakbhyam(UT) 
vedic mathmetics multiplication method with parallel 
processing for carry,here presented as(PCPC) reduce 
processing delay time time upto 5ns using 0.12µm 
technology on microwind software. 
 
Keywords: LWP, Parallel Processing, UT, PCPC,                    
                   Microwind.  
 

Introduction 
Ancient indian text written in Vedas, shows their 
micro-study in medical ,astronomy and mathematics  
etc. in all kinds of science fields; even they were able 
to define the position of  “OM” in the universe 
mathamatically[11,12], OM is the univarsally 
spreeded vibratrion in all living and non-living things 
also etc.,in all shaps of energy,it is infinte in all 
aspects. Intension behind to introduce this fact to 
introduce the depthness of vedas.around the computer 
and AI system scientist ,how to make computer 
language more flexible and syncronizable between 
logical operation ,programming syntex and symbol is 
always a chalanging task ;heeling of this problem is 
founded in shanshkrit language and in vedas[6]. 
Number of faster  computation methods are holded in 
vedas[7].so as per the aim of presented research work 
number of multiplication methods are given below,for 
fastest multiplier circuit. 
 
Proposed Method 
Given Vedic Multiplication Sutras [1]: Anurupyena, 
Ekadhikena-Purvena, Nikhilam-navatascaramam-
Dasatah, Urdhva–tiryakbhyam , Paravartya-Yojayet, 
Sunyam – Samya -
Samuccaye,Anurupye,Sankalana,Puranapuranabhyam
, Calana,Ekanyunena Purvena,,Adyamadyenantya 
,Yavadunam, Antyayor Dasakepi ,Antyayoreva, 
Lopana Sthapanabhyam , Vilokanam and Gunita 
Samuccayah. Comparative study between them 
Results that Urdhva - triyakbhyam is most applicable 
for all arithmetic operations and any size of 
operands.So proposed method is Urdhva-Triyakbham 
sutra for multiplier circuit. 
 
Urdhva-Triyakbhyam 
Development of an long word processing unit with 
less time delay execution process and less power 
dissipation is also possible to implement with urdhva-
triyagbhayam method[1] because this method can 
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multiply operands of any size i.e. 2-bit, 4-bit, 8-bit,16 
–bit and 32-bit etc. 

 
Fig1.Urdhva-triyakbhyam for 2-bit multiplication 

 
Urdhva-triyakbhyam means vertical  and  cross   wise 
As shown in fig(1) and (2). For 2-bit and 4-bit 
multiplication similarly multiplication for 8,16 and 
32-bit is also possible.as shown in step-1 X0Y0 is 
ANDed for first initial product P0, here carry output is 
not generated. in step-2 X0Y1 AND X1Y0 is ANDed 
then anded terms are gets XOR for P1 second initial 
product if there is an carry output with P1 will be keep 
with it for 2-Bit operation otherwise carry will be 
forward for next initial product Pn generation. Now 
for generation of N X N Bit multiplication there will 
XOR based  ANDed pairs of operands 
1,2,3,4…………..(n+n-1). Here n is number of bits in 
first operand.this method is very quick and easy to 
learn .for example multiplication of 11 * 7 is given 
for 4-Bit Fig(3). 

              

 
Fig2.Urdhva-Triyakbhyam for 4-bit multiplication 
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Fig3. Example multiplication of 11 * 7 for 4-Bit. 
 
Parallel processing 

It very well known thin that data processing in serial 
form for short distance or insight of  processing unit 
is not a valuable approach in terms of power 
consumption, circuit complexity and high speed 
computation because in that case response of one 
device will be depends on another device response 
that causes lots of ripple factor and long wait or delay 
time between processing units; another factor is that 
all these devices in serial processing will 
interconnected by single wire so in the case of long 
word processing operation there will be huge number 
of wire network between processing units which 
results in terms of circuit complexity and power 
consumption for long time.  
 
So overcome these problems parallel processing is the 
best approach for development of an processing unit. 
Parallel processing concept always reveals that all 
input and outputs must response same time. 
 
For example consider a parallel Carry-look ahead 4-
bit binary adder circuit in which when input bit 0 or 1 
is available for A0 at same input bits for A3 A2 A1 of 
first operand ‘A’ and B3 B2 B1 B0 of second operand 
‘B’ and then sum bits S3 S2 S1 S0 also will be 
generates at same time S3 = S2= S1= S0=T1 and Cout3 = 
Cout2 = C out1 = C out0=T1. Here when carry and sum be 
will be generates for first adder at similar T1 time also 
generates for other adder circuits. Parallel processing 
always tries to keep free or ready fetching unit for 
next instruction that results a processing unit as a 
multitasking or/and multiprocessing device; that 
results an portable and handy product with less power 
consumptions.  
 
As per the above discussion it is revealed that  a 
system should be capable for long word processing in 
less time delay with less power consumption so 
parallel processing is best approach ever and urdhva-
Triyakbhyam multiplication is also possible to 
implement with parallel processing approach that is 
shows as PCPC circuit here.   
 
Proposed Architecture  
In fig (4) proposed architecture for 4*4 Bit 
multiplication but it is universally integral in serially 
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and parallel interconnected both manners. But here 
parallel approach is used to develop a high speed, 
area efficient and less number of gates based n x n bit 
multiplier.   

Fig4.Proposed Architecture for 4*4 Bit multiplier 
 
Processing delay is optimized in conventional 
multiplier circuit due to carry propagation circuit this 
problem is overcome by parallel carry propagation 
circuit(PCPC),it means no need to wait for 
implementation of carry output as a carry input in 
next adder circuit. Carry as input will be implement in 
all adder circuit at a same time. 
 
 
Implementation 

To apply carry input for all adder circuit at same time 
was most chanlanging task because a carry input Cin 
is a carry output (Cout) of previous adder circuit.Cout 
expressions as a Cin are implemented as shown 
below: 
Cin1 = CP0 = G0.Cin0 
Cin2 = CP1 + CP2 = G1.G2 + GP0G0Cin0 
Cin3 = CP5 + CP6 = GP2.G5 + GP3.Cin2’ 
Cin4 = CP11 + CP12 = GP7.G9 + GP8.Cin3” 
Cin5 = CP15 + CP16 = GP10.G12 + Cin4’.GP11 
Cin6 = CP17 + CP18 = G13.G14 + Cin5.GP12 
carry progation is implemented by verilog-HDL 
programming language for CMOS multiplier layout 
generation and logic circuit is also given here for 
implementationin fig(5). 
 
 Result 
Simulation is performed on Microwind 2.6c VLSI 
software using 0.12µm CMOS technology with gate 
delay 0.030ns, wire delay 0.070ns and time unit 10ps  
parameters; simulated result are given in table-1. 
 

 
Fig5. Multiplier  Logic Circuit 
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Fig6.CMOS Multiplier Layout Circuit 

 

 
Fig7.Multiplier Timing Diagram 

 
Comparison 

TABLE-1: Simulation Result 

 
Comparative study in between proposed method and 
previous and conventional methods of multiplication  
(TABLE-2)shows that how a parallel processing 
approach for carry propagation can reduce execution 
time delay and speed up operation with less power 
dissipation and with less number of Gates used 

 
Table-2: Comparison Table 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table-3: Comparison Table for 8-bit Multipliers 
on Nano sec. time delay 

Parameter Previous 
4-Bit UT 
Multiplier 

Proposed  
4-Bit UT 
Multiplier 

% 
Change 

Number of 
LUTs 

40 22 45% 

Number of 
PINs 

57 49 14% 

Power 
dissipation 
(mWatt) 

 
481.75 

 
52.682 

 
109% 

Time 
Delay(ns) 

14.310 5 66% 

Parameter Urdhva-
Triyakbhyam  

Method 
Number of Gates 115 
Number of Wires 1139/2500 
Number of Nodes 251/2048 
Number of LUTs 22 
Number of PINs 49 
Power 
dissipation(mWatt) 

48.250mWatt 

Time Delay(ns) 5ns 
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Conclusion 
In all kind of Microprocessor based digital electronics 
product parallel processing is a key factor for high 
speed operation and Ancient Indian Vedic 
mathematics have huge collection of fastest 
mathematical computational, so combination of both 
parallel processing and Vedic math will be productive 
for high speed processor development. According to 
above all discussion and comparative study, presented 
work shows a very big advancement in Multiplier 
circuit as given in table-2.so it is a revolutionary 
productive approach. 
Future Scope 
Due to wide use of digital signal processing in real 
time processing devices in which MAC unit is a most 
integral part ,so an high speed, low power consuming 
and area efficient multiplier circuit is highly 
demanded all time. Thus presented multiplier circuit 
can fulfill requirement of revolutionaries MAC unit 
for embedded real time systems.  
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8-bit  Multipliers on Nano sec. time delay 
Vedic 
Karatsuba 

Modified 
Booth 
Wallace 
Multiplier 

Previous 
Vedic  
Multiplier 

Proposed   
UT 
Multiplier 

18.695 15.815 14.310 8 


